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Indeterminate Standout Characteristics & 5 Star Taste Rating from Cornell University 

Artemis  Early 65  I 

Extremely rich, sweet flavor really makes this cherry tomato stand out! Winner of 
Territorial’s 2018 trials for flavor. Great disease resistance and vigor. Long clusters 
of ten or more fruits. 
 

Black Cherry  Mid 70  I 

Large trusses of pink cherry tomatoes turn dusky purple when ripe. Crack resistant, 
with a sweet, rich flavor. Vigorous and productive. 4.3 stars in taste.  
 

Brad's Atomic Grape  Mid 75  I 

Elongated, large cherries in clusters. Outrageous color combo with lavender/purple 
stripes ripening to olive and red with brown/blue stripes! Sweet flavor and crack 
resistant too. Vigorous, highly productive plants. 
 

Bumbelbee Pink  Mid 70  I 

This new “artisan” tomato combines extraordinary beauty with superb flavor. Fruits 
are striped with red and gold. 1.5”, round fruits have a bright, sweet flavor and are 
extremely versatile in the kitchen. Tolerates cool nighttime temps and hot days. 
 

Bumblebee Purple  Mid 70  I 

This newly bred “artisan” tomato combines extraordinary beauty with superb flavor. 
Fruits are striped with purple and green. 1.5” round fruits have a rich, sweet flavor 
and are extremely versatile in the kitchen. Tolerates temperature extremes. 
 

Bumblebee Sunrise  Mid 70  I 

An “artisan” cherry tomato with extraordinary beauty and superb flavor. Fruits are 
gold striped with red inside and out. 1.5”, round fruits have a tangy, sweet flavor and 
are extremely versatile in the kitchen. Tolerates temperature extremes. 
 

Candyland Red  
Early     

55-60  I 

A new currant tomato crossed with Matt’s Wild cherry. Tidy plants yield copious 
amounts of tiny, red, sweet fruits. 
 

Cherry Buzz  Early 55  I 

One of the earliest, with loads of flavorful, sweet, bite-sized fruit covering plants  
early summer into fall. Crack resistant. 
 

Chocolate Cherry  Mid 70  I 

Wow! Extremely flavorful, super productive, 1” round, dark maroon fruit with     
multifaceted flavor. 4.2 stars for taste. 
 

Chocolate Pear  Mid 70  I 

Heavy yields of red swirled with green and brown, pear-shaped, richly flavorful fruit 
over a very long season. 
  

Chocolate Sprinkles  Mid 70  I 

Grape-shaped, chocolate-red fruits with green stripes.  Sweet, balanced flavor. Crack 
resistant, high yielding. Disease resistant plants. 
 

Geranium Kiss  Mid 65  Semi-I 

Dwarf, bushy plants to 30” yield loads of 1-2 oz,  golf ball-sized, pointed, spherical, 
red fruit with good texture and exceptional flavor.  
 

Gold Nugget  Early 56  D 

Very early, prolific, 1”, round-oval cherry tomato with delicious, well balanced     
flavor and few seeds. Compact, vigorous plants. Hybridized at OSU. 
 

Grape Tomato  Mid 70  I 

Fast growing (to 5-6’), high yield plants benefit from cages. Flavorful, sweet, 1-1.5”, 
elongated, red fruits in abundance all season to frost. 
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Green Grape  Mid 75  D 

Very compact plants yield ¾-1” fruit that is yellow-green when ripe and easy to 
harvest. Full of flavor, sweet and juicy. Prolific garden favorite. Bred for green      
catsup! Good for containers. 4.2 stars for taste. 
 

Green Tiger  Mid 70  I 

An “artisan” Julianne, tomato with elongated amber fruits with green streaks. Bold, 
sweet and acidic flavor. Very attractive, tasty sliced in salads. 
 

Indigo Cherry Drops  Mid 70  I 

Lovely red cherry tomatoes with a dark purple blush. Large clusters of 1-2 oz fruits. 
Excellent, sweet flavor. Loaded with antioxidants. Vigorous, productive plants. 
 

Indigo Kumquat  Mid 75  Semi-D 

1 oz, oval, tangerine orange fruits with indigo blush. Semi-sweet and wonderfully 
fragrant. Cross between Indigo Rose and a yellow cherry tomato. 
 

Indigo Pear Drops  Mid 65  I 

Developed at OSU. Stunning, golden, pear-shaped fruits are shaded with purple.    
Incredibly sweet, with the perfect acidic balance. A beautiful, unique addition to   
salads and snacks. 
 

Isis Candy  Early 67  I 

Consistently sweet, rich and fruity. ¾” fruits often yellow-gold with red marbling. 
Very productive, bearing throughout the season, even in pacific NW. Fruits may 
crack easily. Pick when they turn from translucent to solid gold. 3.6 stars in taste. 
 

Juliet  Early 60  I 

Elongated cherry tomatoes in large clusters. Heavy yields on vigorous vines. 1-2 oz, 
red, glossy fruit with wonderful, sweet flavor. Crack resistant, holds well. Blight     
resistant. 3.5 stars for taste. 
 

Lucky Tiger  Mid 70  I 

An “artisan” julienne cherry sought after for its exceptionally sweet, juicy, tropical 
flavor. The 2 inch elongated fruits are ripe when red with prominent green striping. 
Great in salads and fresh eating. 
 

Matt's Wild Cherry  Early 63  I 

Red cherry tomato with a very sweet flavor. Terrific for salsa or fresh. Originated in 
Mexico. Long trusses of tiny fruit. Huge plants! 
 

Midnight Snack  Early 68  I 

Unique indigo-type AAS winner, 1.5” fruits ripen red with glossy black-purple blush 
when exposed to sunlight. This comes from anthocyanin pigments which contain 
healthy antioxidants. Great in salads. A big improvement in purple tomatoes! 
 

Orange Paruche  Early 67  I 

Massive yields of sweet, flavorful, brilliant orange, 1” fruits all season long. Vigorous 
plants with good disease resistance. 
 

Oregon Cherry  Early 60  D 

Recent introduction from OSU with oblong, bright red fruits to 1x1.5”. Compact 
plants to 2’ covered with thin-skinned, sweet fruit. Reliable variety for the PNW. 
 

Red Cherry Large  
Mid       

72-80  I 

High yields of flavorful, deep scarlet, 1-2” fruit on vigorous, spreading vines. Green 
fruits great for pickling, ripe fruits in salads and canning whole. 
 

Red Grape  Mid 75  I 

Profuse clusters of high quality, crack resistant, 1”-2”, flavorful, red fruit. Vigorous, 
high yielding variety. 3 stars for taste. 
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Red Pear  Mid 78  I 

Bright red, pear-shaped, 2” fruit in clusters. Excellent for canning, pickling, sauce, 
juicing, and salads. Long, productive season. Very few seeds. 4.5 stars for taste. 
 

Ruby Crush  
Mid     

60-70  D 

Oval, bright red, 1.5”, tasty fruits on strong, compact plants. Vigorous, multiple     
disease resistance, great choice for containers. Fabulous fresh, sauteed, or roasted. 
 

Snow White  Mid 75  I 

Ivory colored, 1” fruit ripens to pale yellow. Deliciously sweet-acid, fruity, assertive 
flavor. Attractive in salads. 4 stars for flavor.  
 

Sugar Lump  
Mid      

65-75  I 

Sweet, deep red, 1½” fruits in clusters of up to a dozen. Excellent quality and flavor 
for canning, salads or juice. A German heirloom. 5 stars for taste. 
 

Sugar Rush  
Early      

50-55  I 

Long trusses of super sweet, 1”, elongated, red fruit summer to frost. Early maturing 
and very productive. Though classified as a grape tomato it looks more like a cherry. 
 

Sugary  
Early      

55-60  Semi-I 

The name says it all! High yields of glossy, pink-red, very sweet, grape-sized, pointed 
fruits. AAS winner and kids’ favorite. Crack resistant. 
 

Sun Gold  
Early-Mid 
52-75  I 

Wonderful bright tangerine fruit with delectably sweet, tropical flavor, on vigorous 
vines with good disease resistance. STAFF FAVORITE! 4.7 stars for taste. 
 

Sun Sugar  Early 62  I 

Sweet, golden cherry tomato with fruity flavor, high in vitamin C. Vigorous vines 
need staking. Long clusters of fruit all season to frost. Crack resistant. 
 

Sweet 100  
Mid     

70-75  I 

Huge, multiple-branched clusters of 1”, very sweet fruit with high vitamin C content. 
Mouth-watering flavor. Vigorous vines bear abundantly until frost. 4.3 stars for taste. 
 

Sweet Million  
Early     

60-65  I 

Extremely vigorous, sprawling plants covered in long trusses of 1-1.5”, red, super 
sweet fruit. RHS Award of Garden Merit winner. Multiple disease resistance.  
 

Tumbling Tom Red  Early 65  D 

Bred for hanging baskets and window boxes. Produces high yields of 1-2”, slightly 
oval, sweet, juicy, red fruit. Incredibly compact, trailing plants. 
 

Tumbling Tom Yellow  Early 65  D 

Bred for hanging baskets and window boxes. Produces high yields of 1-2”, slightly 
oval, sweet, juicy, yellow fruit. Incredibly compact, trailing plants! 
 

Yellow Pear  Mid 72  I 

Clusters of pear-shaped fruit, 1¾ - 2” long. Clear yellow color, mild flavor ideal for 
salsa, preserving, and pickling. Vigorous plants laden with fruits! 3.3 stars for taste. 
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